
 

 

 

Release Notes                 October 14, 2020 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration 
related issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 10.14.20.  

 

[VeriPro] Show the Decline Payment button on a Medicare Payment Method so Users can capture the Decline 

Reason on these payment types 

 

 

[VeriPro] Decrease the speed of the GET so initial 500 errors aren’t being needlessly shown 

[Business Enhancement] Send non-SSO Users an email notification 7 days and 1 day prior to their password 

expiring so Users aren’t caught off guard 

 

 

[Business Enhancement] When generating a Restock Order the Vendor selection modal, the total dollar 

amount should take into consideration the UOM Conversion Factor and match the total within the restock page 

[Business Enhancement] Update the wording on the Attach Script error modal to be more clear to Users  

[Business Enhancement] Increase the font size of the Rental Inventory Location dropdown to match 

 



 

 

Release Notes Continued               October 14, 2020 

 

[Operational Enhancement] Add a new field to the nightly extract 

[Future Functionality] Remove access to edit tools within PSPDFKit CF 

[Future Functionality] Provide a better way for CS to edit CF page 

[Future Functionality] Add a confirm or cancel modal after Users click ‘Click + Attach to PA’ on a CF 

[Future Functionality] Allow the HiP partner to be able to update patients based on MRN so we don’t have to 

keep track of IDs 

[Future Functionality] Update Cognio URL config for demo and prod for HiP 

[Bug Fix] Adding the same SKU to a PA is not showing the product name and SKU on only the Billing 

Summary report 

[Bug Fix] Product Search button is not working in SM 

[Bug Fix] Updating Product HCPCS is updating product detail on old PAs on the PA show page 

[Bug Fix] Runtime error on billing requests 

[Bug Fix] When pausing billing workers the PA locking is not being recognized 

[Chore] Check pentest environment for odd data 

[Chore] Run Coveralls as part of CircleCI so that we get better code coverage visability 

[Chore] Upgrade jquery 

[Chore] Remove skylight warning message in the console when you boot the server 

[Chore] Save chromedriver.log to build artifacts 

[Chore] Run script to update Global products with Obsolete or Phase-out true flag 

[Chore] Upgrade to new spec_helper format for rspec-rails-3 

 


